Court hears alleged racist remarkSJ:
Landlord Elijah
Elieff is accused
of discrimination.
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fending him, shouted "Bravo,
your honor." Southey instructed-- '
him to be quiet.
.- .
"These are completely sepa- :::::
rate issues (condition of the
building and the remarks) and ':::::
By Michelle Shephard
should have been dealt with sep- ~~:
Free Press Reporter
arately by the board but .
weren't," Hart said.
A London landlord accused in
Also thrown into question was
1992 of discriminatory remarks
Elieffs treatment offemale ten·
toward Asian tenants of his
'DIFFERENT': " 'These are a ants, stemming from an inci·
cockioach-infested apartments
different kind of people than you dent, Hart said, when Hom
appeared in coqrt Thursday.
and I are,' "Hart said Elieffhad asked Elieff if she could move to
" 'They're like little pigs ...
a larger apartment.
they think they're still living in told the Free Press reporter.
" 'Are you a bad girl or a good
the jungle,' " the three justices
" 'If cockroaches are to be
in the case heard was one of the talked about, then before I start- girl?' " was Elieff's response,
comments Elijah Elieff made,to ed to rent to the Oriental people Hart said.
a Free Press reporter about his. there was not one cockroach
Justices also heard quotes al·
and after I starting renting to
legedly made by Elieff concern·
Asian tenants.
them they were flooding my
A Cambodian tenant, Chiping his tenants' involvement
peng Hom, and the Ontario
building,' " Hart continued.
with Susan Eagle, a minister
Human Rights Commission
Justice J.B.S. Southey asked
and church-based community
launched an appeal of a board of Hart how the horrendous condi- worker.
inquiry decision that absolved
tion of the apartment was dis" 'Maybe the church is going
Elieff of any discrimination.
criminatory, since all tenants
to teach them this is not a jungle
The appeal is heard by three
had to endure this - including
country any more,'" Elieffwas
justices of Ontario Court gener- the few non-Asian tenants.
quoted as having said.
al division.
Before Hart answered, Elieff,
The case continues today.
On Thursday, Elieffsat smilwho does not have a lawyer deing, shaking his head and shifting in his seat as Mark Hart, one
of two rights commission
lawyers, read the landlord's remarks.
Hart alleged that Elieffwould
not repair or clean the deteriorating Cheyenne Avenue apartment when asked by Hom and
other Cambodian tenants.

